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Welcome

� Institute of Physics ASCR - department of Elementary particle physics

� strong involvement in international HEP experiments

- Delphi, H1, DØ, etc.

- Atlas, Alice, Totem, NOvA

� Atlas represents our largest involvement

- good cooperation with colleagues from

- Charles University in Prague

- Czech Technical University in Prague

- Palacky University in Olomouc

- the team played important role in building the Atlas tracker

- involved also in R&D of new semiconductor detectors and electronics for
future experiments at large luminosities and in developing applications for
semiconductor detectors (Medipix/Timepix)

- nearer future - AFP detectors with picosecond timing detectors



Welcome

� The subject of the workshop is very relevant for future development of
new particle detectors techniques

And we are proud to host this interesting workshop here in Prague



Lunches

� Pizzeria Giovanni near the metro station Ladvi C (10 minute walk)

� two choices for menu

� if you haven’t, please, let us know your preference for Monday now

� take your ticket with you

� one drink (soft or beer) is included in the price

� you can have your after-lunch coffee back here in the institute



Workshop dinner

� Brewery Marina

� Tuesday June 9 at 19:30

� three menus

- make your choice during the following coffee break before lunch

- 45 Euro for accompanying person



Workshop dinner

Trasa pěšky: zastávka autobusu ⇒ Pivovar Marina - Mapy.cz https://www.mapy.cz/zakladni?planovani-trasy&x=14.4528151&y=50.1066873&z=17&l=0&rc=9hF...

1 of 1 5.6.2015 9:19

From tram station: Maniny
Tram: 1, 25 (from C-line Vltavska or B-line Palmovka), 12 (C - Nadr. Holesovice)

Tram: 17 (C - Kobylisy, Nadr. Holesovice; B - Palmovka)

Pivovar Marina
Tuesday at 19:30



Other issues

� Secretary: Nina Tumova, e-mail: tumova@fzu.cz

� Wireless network

- SSID: fzu-conference Password (PSK): fzu.2581

� in case you are lost, my phone number is: +420 608 872 952


